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Timetable view of the courses of a semester
From the former UnivIS system, chair secretariats are used to create a timetable view of the courses of
an institution per semester.

In campo, the creation of the timetable is only possible via a workaround, as currently it is not possible
to create an institution-specific timetable via the event search.

Therefore, we ask you to use the following workaround to get an overview of the courses of an institution
in a semester.

In the main menu, you can select Course organization and then the menu item Date Conflicts. There
you will find the function ‚Solve date conflicts for chosen courses and examinations‘.

You will then be taken to a search screen where you can compile the overview to be created based on
various criteria.

To display the courses of an institution in the timetable view, please select the following criteria:

In the section "Search for courses and exams"

 Type = Course (is preselected as default value) Semester = selection of the semester for which you want the overview Organizational unit = <YOUR INSTITUTION> (selection of the chair).

Click on the ‚Search‘ button to start the search.

Note: Instead of courses, you can also search for exams or use other search criteria. On the search
screen, you can choose from a variety of other criteria.
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The search result list is displayed in tabular form. Via the menu item ‚Show filter‘ you can display a filter
line within the hit table, via which a further filtering of the hits is possible. Via the menu item ‚Edit
table‘ you can make settings to the columns as well as their sorting.

To generate the actual timetable view of the selected courses, click on the button ‚Show conflict plan‘,
which is located above the results list. The system will then prepare the view in timetable format for the
selected courses.

In the timetable view you now get an overview of the courses of the selected organizational unit. Based
on the display in the timetable, you can now recognize overlaps.

For each course, icons are displayed that you can use to jump directly to the detailed view (magnifying
glass icon), the course editing (pencil icon) or the editing of dates & rooms (calendar icon).

For courses with a conflict, you will also see a yellow triangle with an exclamation mark. If you click on
this triangle, the timetable will show periods with hatched lines where a room conflict would exist (green
hatching) or a person conflict would exist (blue hatching).

In the timetable view, you can switch between different view options (semester view, lecture time view,
week view, period) - analogous to the room allocation plans. You can set the selection in the center
above the grid.

To the right of it you will find on the one hand the export option of the timetable view as PDF file and on
the other hand the option to configure the display of the elements shown in the grid.
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Above the timetable view you will find the button 'New search', which takes you back to the search mask
and allows you to start a new search. To the right you will find the button "Add more elements" which
will take you to a search mask where you can search for additional elements that should also be
displayed in the timetable view.

Below the timetable view you will find a legend that explains the different colors and hatchings of the
elements again.


